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Log Line

_The Last Animals_ follows the conservationists, scientists and activists battling poachers and criminal networks to save elephants and rhinos from the edge of extinction.

Short Synopsis

_The Last Animals_ is a story about an extraordinary group of people who go to incredible lengths to save the planet's last animals. The documentary follows the conservationists, scientists and activists battling poachers and transnational trafficking syndicates to protect elephants and rhinos from extinction. From Africa's front lines to behind the scenes of Asian markets, the film takes an intense look at the global response to this slaughter and the desperate measures to genetically rescue the Northern White rhinos who are on the edge of extinction.

Long Synopsis

For three years, war photographer and first-time director Kate Brooks documented the plight of the Northern White Rhinoceros in the midst of a global wildlife trafficking crisis. When she started filming, there were just seven left in the world. Today there are only three.

The Northern White Rhino's last wild population was poached out of existence a decade ago at Garamba National Park in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Garamba is now ground zero for one of the last viable elephant populations in central Africa. Poachers and park rangers are at war due to the ivory trade.

The film looks at the industrial scale illegal wildlife trade from a global perspective, from Africa to the Far East and The United States. Despite international trade bans, the contraband is openly sold and easy to find in both legal and unregulated domestic markets.

Meanwhile, scientists across the globe use cutting-edge technology to apprehend criminals and save threatened species. In Europe and San Diego, geneticists race to reproduce the Northern Whites using IVF and stem cell technology. In Seattle, a forensic expert uses DNA-testing to trace seized ivory back to the killing fields and the criminal networks behind the trade. And in Kenya, an ivory kingpin is finally put on trial—but will he be brought to justice?

_The Last Animals_ is a sweeping and sobering film about an extraordinary group of people who go to extraordinary lengths to save the last animals. The film reveals the tentacles of this illicit and nefarious business, which despite its devastating impact, often seems as elusive as a ghost.
Filmmaking/Creative Team Bios

Kate Brooks, Writer, Producer, Director
Kate Brooks is an American photojournalist who has chronicled conflict and human rights issues for nearly two decades. She began her career in Russia at the age of 20 while documenting child abuse in state orphanages. The resulting photographs were published worldwide and used by the Human Rights Watch to campaign for orphans' rights.

Following 9/11, Brooks moved to Pakistan to photograph the impact of U.S. foreign policy and spent the next 10 years covering conflict across the Middle East. Brooks has been the recipient of numerous international awards, and her photographs are regularly published in American and European magazines and have been exhibited in galleries and museums. Her introspective collection of essays and photographs, In the Light of Darkness: A Photographer's Journey After 9/11, was selected as one of the best photography books of 2011.

Brooks's passion for filmmaking was sparked from working as a contributing cinematographer in Afghanistan on the film The Boxing Girls of Kabul. The film won the Inspirit Foundation Pluralism Prize at HotDocs and a Canadian Screen Award.

In 2012-13, Brooks was awarded a Knight Wallace Fellowship at the University of Michigan. There she researched the pan African poaching epidemic before embarking on directing The Last Animals. Her drive and passion for this issue come from the fundamental belief that time is running out and that we are at a critical moment in natural history.

Stephanie Soechtig, Producer
Stephanie Soechtig is an award-winning writer, producer, and documentary film director. Her most recent film, Under the Gun, received a prolonged standing ovation when it premiered at the 2016 Sundance Film Festival. Lionsgate and Epix acquired the award-winning film, which critics called "masterfully crafted" and "the best film on firearms since the 2002's Oscar-winning doc Bowling for Columbine."

Two years earlier, Fed Up premiered at Sundance where it was acquired by Radius/TWC and became the second highest grossing documentary of 2014. A New York Times Critic's Pick, many have likened Fed Up to Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth for the way we eat; it spotlights our addiction to sugar and the ensuing obesity epidemic, and succeeds in bringing the issue into the mainstream.

Stephanie's directorial debut documentary, Tapped focused on the high cost -- to both the environment and our health -- of the bottled water industry. Hailed by critics as “stunning”
and “whip-smart,” *Tapped* swept film festivals across the country while picking up six awards for Best Documentary Feature.

Dubbed by Fortune Magazine as one of the “Most Innovative Women in Food and Drink,” Stephanie has also directed political campaign commercials, short films and viral videos for nonprofit groups including Environmental Working Group and Food and Water Watch.

A graduate of New York University, Stephanie began her career in television, producing documentaries for 20/20, Primetime Live, The O’Reilly Factor, and VH1. She joined forces with Michael and Michelle Walrath in 2008 to start Atlas Films.

**Mark Monroe, Writer**

Mark Monroe is a journalism graduate from the University of Oklahoma. Monroe began his television career in Atlanta as a CNN news writer for Headline News and Newsnight. Monroe has since transitioned his writing talents to documentary film. His theatrical writing credits are many and include *The Tillman Story, Chasing Ice* and *Fed Up*. Monroe was also the writer for the 2009 Academy Award winning documentary, *The Cove*. In *The Cove*, renowned dolphin trainer Ric O’Barry and a team of activists infiltrate a Japanese cove to expose the annual slaughter of innocent dolphins. Most recently, Monroe reteamed with the director of *The Cove*, Louie Psihoyos, for the documentary, *Racing Extinction*. 
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